
Mask Making Instructions
Follow these simple instructions to create and distribute 20 non-medical masks to people who need them.

Materials included in this kit: 
• A yard of material
• 20 buildOn iron-On Logos
• Easy no-sew mask template
• Four (4) straight pins
• Ten (10) “How to use this mask” cards
• 20 Ziploc Bags

Additional Materials you will need:
• Scissors 
• A pen or sharpie marker
• A ruler or tape measure

STEP ONE:
Find a clean surface and lay your fabric out flat.  

STEP  TWO: 
Look at the mask template. The template makes three 
different size masks, one size for adults, one size for teens, 
and one for children. Decide how many of each size you 
would like to make. Cut out the mask template from largest 
to smallest. For example, cut out the adult template first 
to create adult masks. When you are ready to move on to a 
different size, trim the mask template down to the next size. 

STEP  THREE: 
Place the template on the material provided. Secure the 
template by pinning each corner to the fabric using the 
straight pins provided. Don’t forget that you making 20 
masks from the provided fabric, so start from a corner of the 
fabric and leave as little waste as possible.

STEP FOUR: 
Cut the material along the edge of the template.

STEP FIVE:
After you have cut out one fabric rectangle using the tem-
plate, set the remaining material aside and work with the 
cut piece.  Fold the rectangle of fabric length-wise.

STEP SIX:
Now fold the fabric vertically.

STEP SEVEN:
Cut a rounded edge along the non-folded edge.

STEP EIGHT:
Measure .7 inches (1.7 cm) in from the bottom right corner. 
Mark the material with a pen or marker.

STEP NINE:
From the base of the material, at the mark, measure 1.5 
inches (3.8 cm) up. Mark the spot with an ‘X.’

STEP TEN:
From the first line measure an additional .7 inches (1.7 cm). 
Mark the material. 
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STEP ELEVEN:
From the base of the material, at the mark, measure 1.5 
inches (3.8 cm) up. Mark the spot with an ‘X.’

STEP TWELVE:
Cut along both lines to the ‘X.’

STEP THIRTEEN:
Unfold the material vertically. 

STEP FOURTEEN:
Unfold the material horizontally.

STEP FIFTEEN:
Your kit contains a single strip of 20 iron-on buildOn logos. 
Cut off one logo. Measure 1.5 inches (3.8 cm) from the 
interior ear slit and mark with an ‘X.’ Place the buildOn logo 
here.

STEP SIXTEEN:
To affix the logo, separate the backing from the logo (this 
can be tricky so have patience) then place the logo on the 
fabric. The back of the logo goes directly on the fabric. You 
should be able to read the logo with the plastic covering on 
the top. Once it is placed on the fabric, press a hot, dry iron 
directly on the plastic covering. Hold it firmly and still for 30 
seconds. 

Check this a couple times during your first logo application.  
If your iron is super hot, you will need less time.  Checking 
it will ensure you don’t melt the plastic covering.  After your 
first time you will have a system that works for your iron!

STEP SIXTEEN CONTINUED:
After 30 second of firm pressure, lift your iron.  Carefully 
and slowly, peel off the plastic covering. Lastly, put your 
iron directly over the logo one more time and keep it there 
for 10 seconds. During both iron presses, hold your iron still. 
Do not move the iron, just hold firm.

STEP SEVENTEEN:
Your mask is finished! Place the mask and a “How to use 
this mask” card in a Ziploc bag. Don’t forget to take advan-
tage of this opportunity to share some love by writing a kind 
note on the back to the person receiving the mask!

STEP EIGHTEEN:
Repeat this process 19 more times to make 20 masks!

ONE  THING TO NOTE:

Only try on a mask if you are planning to 
keep it for yourself. Otherwise you may 
contaminate it. Each mask should be 
kept as clean and germ free as possible!

STEP NINETEEN:
Distribute your masks accourding to the “Where to send 
your mask” instruction card.


